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**Abstract:** To provide an observational basis for IPCC projections of a slowing Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) in the 21st century, the Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program (OSNAP) observing system was launched in the summer of 2014. The first 21-month record reveals a highly variable overturning circulation responsible for the majority of the heat and freshwater transport across the OSNAP line. In a departure from the prevailing view that changes in deep water formation in the Labrador Sea dominate MOC variability, these results suggest that the conversion of warm, salty, shallow Atlantic waters into colder, fresher, deep waters that move southward in the Irminger and Iceland basins, is largely responsible for overturning and its variability in the subpolar basin.

**One Sentence Summary:** Transatlantic observations contradict the prevailing view that deep water mass changes in the Labrador Sea dominate overturning variability.

**Main Text:**

Paleoceanographers have long interpreted millennial scale climate variability in the context of ocean dynamics. Alternate periods of global cooling and warming have been attributed to variability in the ocean’s meridional overturning circulation (MOC), brought about by changes in deep water production at high latitudes in the North Atlantic (1). A collection of studies (2) in the 1990s changed our perception of the time scale on which overturning variability could influence the climate. Synchronous changes recorded in ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica revealed global atmospheric temperature disruptions on the scale of years to decades. In response to concerns about abrupt climate change raised by these studies, the U.K. and the U.S. deployed the RAPID Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heat Flux Array (RAPID-MOCHA) in 2004.
at 26.5°N in the subtropical North Atlantic to provide the first continuous direct measure of the overturning (3). Data from this array revealed strong variability on all observed times scales, strikingly altering our view of the overturning circulation (4). In the fourteen years since the RAPID-MOCHA array was deployed, modeling and observational studies have suggested that overturning variability is not coherent between the subtropical and subpolar latitudes on interannual to decadal scales (5-7). Furthermore, modeling studies have shown that interannual variability in the RAPID-MOCHA time series can be largely reproduced by wind forcing alone (8) and that wind variability may also be important in forcing overturning variability at 26.5°N on decadal time scales (9). These studies, along with other modeling results suggesting that buoyancy-forced MOC changes have larger amplitude in the Subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA; 10), led to strong interest in a complementary measure of the overturning circulation in this region, where the link between deep water mass formation and overturning variability could be directly assessed. Underscoring the importance of this assessment, the most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report projects a MOC slowdown in the 21st century and attributes that slowdown to a reduction in deep convection in the North Atlantic (11). Furthermore, evidence continues to mount that sustained observations of the MOC are needed to understand the potential impact of overturning variability on anthropogenic carbon uptake and storage in the North Atlantic (12).

OSNAP Observing System

With contributions from the U.S., U.K., Germany, the Netherlands, Canada, and China, the OSNAP observing system (Fig. 1; 13) comprises an integrated coast-to-coast array of two
sections: OSNAP West, extending from the southeastern Labrador shelf to the southwestern tip of Greenland, and OSNAP East, extending from the southeastern tip of Greenland to the Scottish shelf. Densely spaced OSNAP mooring arrays, which directly measure the temperature, salinity and velocity fields, are in place at continental boundaries and on both flanks of the Reykjanes Ridge; additional dynamic height moorings at key locations allow us to estimate geostrophic flows (Fig. 2). Glider surveys along topographically complex sections of OSNAP East complement the moored arrays. The observing system also includes subsurface acoustically-tracked floats in order to trace the pathways of overflow waters in the basin. We report here the MOC, MHT (meridional heat transport) and MFT (meridional freshwater transport) time series from the full installation of the arrays in August 2014 until the first complete data recovery in April 2016. In addition to the OSNAP data, our MOC, MHT and MFT estimates rely on Argo profiling float data, satellite altimetry, and surface wind fields (14).

The deployment of the OSNAP array in the summer of 2014 was auspiciously timed: the following two winters produced strong cooling in the western SPNA, with clear signatures of newly-formed water in the Irminger Sea (15-17) and mixed-layer depths in the range of 1500–2000 m in the Labrador Sea (18, 16). Convection to these depths has not occurred since the mid-1990s when record deep water mass formation took place. Large pools of low salinity waters in these basins (Fig. 2) are a strong signature of the recent convection.

**MOC definition**

We define the MOC as the maximum of the overturning streamfunction (in Sv, where 1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^{-1}) in density space (see Supplementary Materials). We choose density coordinates for our
calculation because we are interested in the total volume of buoyant water moving northward (the upper limb) that is balanced by denser, deeper waters moving southward (the lower limb) across the OSNAP section. Here the MOC upper (lower) limb is defined as the transport between the sea surface (bottom) and the density surface at which the overturning streamfunction reaches a maximum. Essentially, the MOC in density space measures the transformation of less dense waters to more dense waters that occurs north of the OSNAP line. We note that this choice is particularly apt for the subpolar basin where strongly sloped isopycnals (Fig. 2) confound the interpretation of the MOC calculated in depth space (19, 20). By way of illustration, an integration of the flow across ~500 m would include the warm, relatively buoyant northward-flowing waters in the eastern part of the basin and the cold, relatively dense southward flowing waters off the east coast of Greenland, leading to an underestimate of the amount of water transformed, or “overturned”, from one density class to another (Table S2). We refer to our MOC measure as the ‘overturning’ and make no assumptions about its driving mechanisms, i.e. the overturning can be impacted by buoyancy and/or wind forcing. We use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the mean MOC, as well as the mean MHT and MFT, and to provide an estimate of the uncertainty in those means (see Supplementary Materials). All reported deviations (±) from the mean are uncertainty estimates, unless indicated otherwise.

**Elements of the overturning and gyre circulation in the subpolar North Atlantic**

A view of salinity and the west-to-east cumulative volume transport for the upper and lower limbs across the OSNAP line reveals the key elements of both the overturning and gyre circulation in the subpolar North Atlantic (Fig. 2). Across the Labrador Basin, the large pool of low salinity water that reaches from the surface to ~1500 m marks the Labrador Sea Water
(LSW), the shallowest component of the MOC lower limb. Some of this water mass is exported to the subtropics, while some recirculates within the subpolar basin, as revealed by the pool of relatively fresh water at intermediate depths (1000 to 2000 m) in the Iceland basin. A mixture of LSW and locally formed intermediate water is also visible in the Irminger Sea (500 to 1500 m).

The western and eastern boundary currents in the Labrador Basin have strong transports, particularly so for the lower limb where transports reach ~30 Sv. However, the relatively small cumulative transport across the Labrador Sea in both the upper and lower limbs reveals that these opposing boundary currents are largely carrying waters of the same density, i.e., there is little density transformation or overturning across this basin over this time period.

Across OSNAP East, strong boundary currents with broader opposing flows in the basin interiors are also evident in the lower limb (Fig. 2). Here, however, there is an appreciable accumulation of southward flow (~ 12 Sv) helped in part by the entry of cold Nordic Seas overflow waters into the subpolar basin. The relatively salty Iceland Scotland Overflow Water flows southward along the eastern flank of the Reykjanes Ridge and the fresher Denmark Strait Overflow Water flows southward in the deep boundary current off East Greenland. The net southward transport of these deep components of the lower limb is largely balanced by the northward-flowing North Atlantic Current, which carries warm, salty waters across the easternmost part of the OSNAP section, forming the bulk of the upper MOC limb.

Finally, we note that the MOC definition used here reduces the complexity of the circulation across the OSNAP line to a 2-layer system, a simplification that is robust for OSNAP East yet less so for OSNAP West due to a number of opposing flows in that basin (Fig. S1b).
OSNAP MOC time series

Over the 21-month observational period, the MOC across the entire OSNAP section shows striking temporal variability (Fig. 3), with 30-day means from 8.1 to 24.1 Sv, a range comparable to that observed at the RAPID-MOCHA array (21) and the OVIDE section (22). Not surprisingly, the daily means show a larger range, likely a result of high-frequency wind variability over the basin. Though we note a MOC peak in the summer of 2015, no evidence of seasonality can be gleaned from this short record. The net southward Ekman transport (-1.72 ± 0.02 Sv), due to the predominantly westerly winds across the OSNAP line, contributes only minimally to the time-mean and time-varying MOC (Fig. 3).

These time series highlight the most striking aspect of this 21-month record, namely the dominance of the overturning circulation across OSNAP East (15.6 ± 0.8 Sv) over that across OSNAP West (2.1 ± 0.3 Sv), the former ~ 7 times greater than the latter. Note that the sum of the MOC estimates across these two sections exceeds the MOC across the entire section (14.9 ± 0.9 Sv) because of cancellations between northward and southward transports. Specifically, the southward flow along the east Greenland coast that rounds Cape Farewell acts to cancel some of the northward flow in the same density class along the west Greenland coast, thus making the MOC estimate across the entire section less than the sum of its parts. Note that the OSNAP East MOC estimate and the MOC estimate across the entire section are not distinguishable given our measure of uncertainty.
The overturning circulation across OSNAP East also dominates in terms of temporal variability. Overturning variability across this section explains 88% of the variance in the MOC across the entire section, far exceeding the contribution of OSNAP West (25%). The MOC time series across the two separate sections are only weakly correlated (at zero lag $r=0.25$; the correlation is strongest ($r=-0.34$) when MOC at OSNAP East leads by 4 months). A longer time series will considerably aid our understanding of the relationship between these two time series.

The contrast between the small overturning measure for OSNAP West and the signature of strong local convection (i.e., the homogenous water mass) in this basin is sharp, but not altogether surprising. A number of studies over the past decade have suggested that boundary current strength, the exchange between the boundary and the basin interior, and/or other physics allow for a disconnect between local water mass production in this basin and its export out of the basin (23-25). These early OSNAP results provide support for that disconnect.

**Comparison with other MOC estimates**

A comparison of basin-wide MOC estimates in the North Atlantic is now possible with the OSNAP and RAPID-MOCHA arrays. Over a comparable time period, the OSNAP MOC mean is weaker by $\sim2$ Sv than the MOC at 26.5°N (16.8 Sv for 2014-2016; 21). While this RAPID-MOCHA MOC estimate is calculated in depth space, a measure in density space has been shown to be nearly identical due to the relatively flat isopycnals across the subtropical gyre (19). A difference of 2 Sv is not large in light of the $\sim1$ Sv uncertainty in the estimates of both the OSNAP (see above) and RAPID-MOCHA means (26), though insight into whether the subpolar MOC is actually weaker than the subtropical MOC will likely have to wait until a longer OSNAP time series is secured. Finally, the OSNAP estimate falls
near the mid-point of the large range of SPNA MOC estimates predicted by a suite of global ocean-sea-ice coupled models (~5-25 Sv; 27). The OSNAP observations will help narrow the range of these model estimates by providing useful benchmarks and validations.

Comparisons of the MOC across OSNAP East and West with the MOC from geographically similar locations are generally favorable. The OSNAP West estimate is consistent with the mean derived using Argo floats in the vicinity of the AR7W line from 2002-2016 (2.5 Sv; 28) and with the mean estimated from summer hydrography and PALACE floats (2 Sv; 25) in the same region between 1990-1997. There are two MOC estimates at 59.5°N, just north of the OSNAP East line: one is the 2002-2008 mean summer estimate (16.6 ± 1.1 Sv; 29) based on altimetry and hydrography, and the other is the long-term mean estimate between early 2012 to early 2016 based on hydrography and shipboard ADCP (18.4 ± 3.4 Sv; 30). Given the uncertainties in all estimates, the OSNAP East MOC is largely consistent with these measures despite the fact that the records are non-contemporaneous. Finally, the OSNAP East estimate is somewhat lower than the MOC estimate reconstructed from altimetry and Argo along the OVIDE line (which runs from Greenland to Portugal; Fig. 1) between 1993-2010 (18.1 ± 1.4 Sv; 22). This difference is perhaps attributable to the presence of a subtropical component in the total OVIDE overturning, though further analysis is needed to confirm this supposition. Table S3 summarizes these and other comparisons.

**Meridional Heat and Freshwater Transports**

An estimate of MHT across the entire OSNAP section yields a mean and uncertainty of 0.45 ± 0.02 PW. The record is marked by strong temporal variability (Fig. 4), with a range of 0.33 to
0.59 PW. This variability is largely determined by the variable flow field, rather than by
temperature fluctuations: velocity variance explains 93% of the MHT variance. To understand
the circulation features responsible for this heat transport, we decompose the total transport into
an overturning component and an ‘isopycnal transport’ component (see Supplementary
Materials). In other words, we partition the heat transport into that accomplished by warm water
moving northward in the upper limb and cold water moving southward in the lower limb (the
overturning component) and that accomplished by opposing northward and southward flows
(carrying waters with different temperatures) on the same isopycnal (the isopycnal transport
component). This decomposition reveals that the overturning component dominates the total
MHT (Fig. 4), accounting for 73% of the total heat transport and explaining 87% of the total
variance. Interestingly, an earlier study (25) found that isopycnal transport, rather than
overturning, was the largest contributor to the heat flux across the Labrador Sea during the
1990s. Future work will explore the partitioning of the MHT and MFT components across
OSNAP East and West separately.

Given the dominance of the overturning component, it is not surprising that the heat transport
across OSNAP East (0.38 ± 0.02 PW) greatly exceeds that of OSNAP West (0.080 ± 0.004 PW).
Finally, we note that a decomposition of the heat transport in depth space (Fig. S2) yields a relatively
minor contribution of the overturning component to the total, illustrating the suitability of density
coordinates for an estimate of how water mass transformation impacts heat transport in the subpolar
region.
The mean MFT across the entire OSNAP section is estimated at -0.33 ± 0.01 Sv. This record also reveals strong temporal variability (Fig. 4), with a range of -0.45 to -0.21 Sv. As with MHT, the majority of the MFT variance is explained by the variable flow field: velocity variability (rather than salinity variability) explains 78% of the total MFT variance. From the decomposition, we find that, on average, overturning accounts for 62% of the total freshwater transport across the full OSNAP array. However, there is considerable range in that partitioning. In fact, there is a period of time (July to November of 2015) when the isopycnal component is larger. During this time period, the net southward flux of freshwater due to opposing flows on isopycnals is larger than the net southward freshwater flux accomplished by the overturning. Also of note is that the contribution from OSNAP West (-0.184 ± 0.004 Sv) to the total MFT actually exceeds that for OSNAP East (-0.14 ± 0.01 Sv), in contrast to their relative contributions to MHT. Finally, we note that we currently use monthly mean model velocities and monthly climatological means for salinity and temperature across the Labrador Current inshore of 300 m (see Supplementary Materials), where moored instrumentation is subject to disruption due to heavy fishing activity in the region. An exploration of alternative means for estimating the inshore velocity and properties is underway.

In summary, we find that the heat transport across the entire OSNAP section is principally accomplished by the overturning, which is largely focused across OSNAP East. In contrast, the explanation for the freshwater transport is more nuanced. Freshwater transport across OSNAP West is larger than OSNAP East, and the isopycnal component of the freshwater component can at times be as large as, or even larger, than the overturning component. These differences can be understood in the context of circulation differences across OSNAP East and West. The upper limb of OSNAP East has an isopycnal circulation (the volume of water with opposing northward and southward flows) of ~13
Sv, which nearly matches the transport of the overturning circulation (~15 Sv). However, the upper limb of OSNAP West has a much stronger isopycnal circulation (~11 Sv) than overturning circulation (~2 Sv). Thus, it appears that salinity gradients on isopycnals across OSNAP West may be driving a sizeable portion of the freshwater flux, a supposition that will require further analysis.
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Comparison with the RAPID-MOCHA MHT and MFT estimates

The simultaneous measure of MHT and MFT across the transatlantic OSNAP and RAPID-MOCHA lines provides for the first time an in situ measure of the heat and freshwater flux divergence between the two latitudes, quantities relevant to our understanding of climate variability and to MOC stability. The heat transport divergence between these two lines, 0.80 PW (Table S3), is the amount of heat stored or lost to the atmosphere as the warm Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current waters move northward from RAPID-MOCHA to OSNAP. Likewise, the southward OSNAP MFT is 0.10 Sv weaker than that reported at RAPID-MOCHA, suggesting a net freshwater storage or addition to the Atlantic between the two latitudes. These divergences provide an important validation for atmospheric reanalyses and air-sea flux estimates, which currently underestimate the northward heat transport at the OSNAP latitudes (Trenberth and Caron 2001).

Implications and caveats

These OSNAP results show that the conversion of warm, salty, shallow Atlantic waters into cold, fresh, deep waters accomplished north of the OSNAP East line is largely responsible for overturning and its variability in the subpolar basin over this observational record. Despite signatures of large water mass formation in the Labrador Sea, this basin has minimal
contribution to the overturning across the OSNAP line. This result is consistent with a number of recent studies that have raised questions about the importance of LSW formation to MOC variability. An examination of transports at the 53°N exit array (the westernmost array in the OSNAP West line) shows no clear link between boundary current export and LSW formation in the basin interior (38); a modeling study (39) finds no relationship between the volume of LSW formed in the Labrador Basin and its export to the subtropical gyre; and even further downstream at the RAPID-MOCHA array, LSW variability is relatively weak over the record and plays little role in the recent overturning decline (21).

Past modeling studies, however, have identified density anomalies in the Labrador Sea as the dominant driver of downstream MOC variability on multiannual to decadal time scales (e.g., 31-34). Even though these time scales exceed the OSNAP observational record to date, the OSNAP MOC estimate stands in stark contrast to that expected from modeling studies. Furthermore, recent studies have used densities at mid-depth in the Labrador Sea, assumed to be linked to convection in that basin, as proxies for the modern and paleo Atlantic MOC (35, 36, Thornalley et al. 2018).

A reconciliation is possible, however, if the density anomalies in the Labrador Sea are a signature of overflow water variability, imported from the eastern subpolar gyre, rather than a signature of local convective variability in the Labrador basin, and/or if Labrador Sea density anomalies have a downstream impact on the overturning between Greenland and Scotland (Spall 2008). With either scenario, Labrador Sea density remains a signature of the MOC across the subpolar basin, yet not of local convection. It is also possible that models show a strong linkage...
between Labrador Sea density anomalies and the downstream MOC because of model mismatches with observed fields, particularly regarding the strength and location of deep water formation in the subpolar North Atlantic (Heuze 2017). Further modeling studies in light of these new observations is warranted, as is continued work on the use and interpretation of proxies (37).”

This study also reveals that the northward transport of heat across the subpolar region is largely controlled by overturning dynamics, while the southward transport of freshwater also relies on opposing flows of relatively fresh and salty water moving along the same density surfaces. Importantly, while the MOC and MHT to date can largely be explained using OSNAP East observations, the MFT relies on both OSNAP East and West observations.

As discussed above, the observations reported here offer an opportunity for a reexamination of some long-held assumptions about the MOC in the subpolar North Atlantic. This analysis, however, is not without caveats. Chief among them is the limited period of observations. A longer time series will be needed to determine whether the strong MOC across OSNAP East is consistent with buoyancy forcing north of the line, and whether the relatively small overturning across OSNAP West reported here is representative of its contribution on longer time scales. A second caveat pertains to our estimate of the freshwater flux across the inshore Labrador Current. As mentioned above, we are exploring means to improve our estimate of the velocity and properties in this shelf region.

Next Steps
An extension of this record is necessary in order to determine seasonal and interannual variability and to detect any long-term trends. However, it is of sufficient length to provide an important baseline for numerical models, essential to placing the observations in a broader spatial and temporal context.

Another important next step for the ocean community is to place these OSNAP results in the context of other Atlantic MOC measures to understand how overturning impacts the basin-wide transport and storage of heat, freshwater and carbon. A continuation of measurements is needed for this tall order, but the observing systems put in place over the past fifteen years by the international ocean community, already yielding rich dividends, are leading us in that direction.
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**Fig. 1. OSNAP observing system.** The OSNAP section (red line) superposed on a map of mean absolute dynamic height (m), with bathymetry < 500 m shaded gray. The OSNAP observing system was designed to take advantage of the German Labrador Sea exit array at 53°N (operational since 1997, 38); the recently installed US Global OOI (Ocean Observatories Initiative) node in the southwest Irminger Sea; repeat A1E/AR7E hydrographic sections across the Irminger and Iceland basins (40, 41); and the Ellett Line in the eastern basin (operational since 1976, 42). OSNAP complements several monitoring programs in the North Atlantic: the Canadian repeat AR7W program in the Labrador Sea (18, 43); Cape Farewell-Scotland sections at 59.5°N (29, 30); the French OVIDE line across the eastern North Atlantic (22); and the UK-US RAPID-MOCHA array at 26.5°N (3).
Fig. 2. Transport and salinity across the OSNAP section. (A) Top-to-bottom integrated volume transport (1 Sv = $10^6$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) accumulated eastward starting at the western edge of the Labrador Basin (black line), with northward transport defined as positive. The upper (red line) and lower (blue line) MOC limbs are shown separately. Shading indicates one standard deviation from the 21-month mean. (B) The OSNAP section with moorings marked by black lines. Vertical magenta lines over the western flank of the Reykjanes Ridge indicate three French moorings, part of the RREX program. Hatching in the eastern Iceland Basin indicates the glider survey domain. Mean salinity (colored, with scale at the right hand side) and potential density (contoured) are calculated from Argo and OSNAP data from August 2014 to April 2016. The solid black line denotes the potential density surface (27.66 kg m$^{-3}$) that separates the MOC upper and lower limbs (see Fig. S1A).
Fig. 3. MOC and Ekman Transport across the OSNAP section. Black, blue and red lines represent the 30-day mean estimates from the full section, OSNAP West and OSNAP East, respectively, for MOC (solid lines) and Ekman transport (dashed lines). Shading indicates uncertainty in the 30-day means. Uncertainty in the Ekman transports is too small for display (see Table S3). Thin gray lines show the 10-day low-pass filtered daily means for the full OSNAP section. See Supplementary Materials for details on the mean and uncertainty estimates.
Fig. 4. MHT and MFT across the OSNAP section. (A) Total MHT. (B) Total MFT relative to the 21-month section mean salinity of 34.92 across the full OSNAP section over the period of August 2014 to April 2016 (black lines). Both transports are decomposed into overturning (blue lines) and isopycnal (red lines) components. Shading indicates uncertainty in the 30-day mean estimates. See Supplementary Materials for details on the mean and uncertainty estimates, and the decomposition.